
Privacy and Data Protection Policy

Most recent amendment: 13 December 2019

1. Basic Information

First Layer - Basic Data Protection Information

Identity Glovoapp23, S.L. - Corporate Tax Number (CIF):
B66362906

Purpose Management and provision of the services
requested

Legitimisation Compliance with the contractual relationship,
legitimate interest and User consent

Rights The right to access, rectify and erase data, as
well as other rights, as explained in the
additional information.

Additional Information Additional detailed information on Data
Protection can be found in the following
sections.

2. Controller

Controller in relation to your data

Identity Glovoapp23, S.L. - Corporate Tax Number (CIF): B66362906

Postal address C/ Pallars 190, 08005, Barcelona

Telephone number (+34) 932694744

Contact Form www.glovoapp.com/es/contact

DPO contact gdpr@glovoapp.com

The Company's internal DPO has an email address specifically for this purpose, to ensure fluid, direct and agile communication
with users: gdpr@glovoapp.com.

In addition to the information provided above, details of each Glovo Group company can be found in Annex 1 to this Privacy

Policy.

Furthermore, Glovo may share the data of those users ("Users") who register on the website or app



(the "Platform") and of those persons who contact Glovo using the forms available on its Platform with each of the subsidiaries
and companies of the Glovo Group for the purpose of offering the services requested by Users through the Platform.

This privacy policy provides information on the processing of the personal data of our Users, job applicants, social media Users
who interact with us and users of the contact form on our website, as provided in the General Data Protection Regulation
("GDPR").

3. Processing of Data of Users and Persons Who Contact Glovo

3.1 Data Processed

1. a) Information supplied directly by Users:

● Registration Data: the information provided by Users when they create an account on the GLOVO Platform: username
and e-mail.

● User Profile Information: the information added by Users on the Platform in order to be able to use the GLOVO service;
i.e. their mobile phone number and delivery address. Users can view and edit the personal data on their profile whenever
they wish. GLOVO does not store Users’ credit card details, but these are provided to licensed electronic payment service
providers, who receive the data included directly and store it in order to facilitate the payment process for Users and to
manage it on GLOVO’s behalf. This information is under no circumstances stored on GLOVO’s servers. Users may delete
the details of the credit cards linked to their account at any time. This will trigger the service provider to delete the
information, which will have to be re-entered or selected in order to place new orders through the Platform. Users may
request such providers’ privacy policies at any time.

● Additional information that Users wish to share: any information that a User could supply to GLOVO for other
purposes. Examples include a photograph of the User or the billing address in the case of Users who have asked to
receive invoices from GLOVO.

● Information about previous communications with GLOVO: GLOVO will have access to the information supplied by
Users for the resolution of any queries or complaints about the use of the platform, whether through the contact
form, by e-mail or by phone through the customer service.

● Information on accidents involving any of the parties involved in the provision of services through the Platform for the
purpose of making insurance claims or carrying out any other actions with the insurance companies contracted by
GLOVO.

● Transcription and recording of conversations held between the USER and GLOVO for the processing of incidents, queries
or any other consultations that may be made.

Information on Communications between Users and Mandataries: GLOVO will have access to the communications
exchanged between Users and the Mandataries that collaborate with the Platform by means of the chat system provided on the
Platform.

1. b) Information indirectly supplied by Users:

- Data arising from the Use of the Platform: GLOVO collects the data arising from Users’ Use of the Platform every time
they interact with the Platform.

- Data on the application and the device: GLOVO stores data on the device and the Application used by Users to access
the services. This data is:

● The IP address used by each User to connect to the Internet using his/her computer or mobile phone. Information about
his/her computer or mobile phone, such as his/her Internet connection, browser type, version and operating system, and
type of device.

● The full uniform resource locator (URL) Clickstream, including date and time. Data from the User's account:
information on the orders made by each User, as well as feedback and/or comments made by such User about them.
The User's browsing history and preferences.

- Data arising from the origin of the User: If a User reaches the GLOVO Platform through an external source (e.g. through
a link from another website or another party’s social media), GLOVO collects data about the GLOVO User’s origin. Data arising
from the management of incidents: If the User contacts the GLOVO Platform using the Contact Form or the telephone number
provided by GLOVO, GLOVO will collect the messages received in the format used by the User and may use and store them for the
purpose of handling current or future incidents.
- Data arising from "cookies": GLOVO uses its own and third-party cookies to facilitate browsing by its users and for
statistical purposes (see the Cookie Policy).

- Data resulting from external third parties: GLOVO may collect personal data or information from external third parties
only if the User authorises such third parties to share that information with GLOVO. For example, if a User creates an account
through their Facebook account, Facebook could disclose to us the personal data of that User that can be found on his/her
Facebook profile (such as name, gender or age).

https://glovoapp.com/es/cookies


Similarly, if a user accesses GLOVO through products and services offered by Google, Google may send the User’s browsing
data to GLOVO, with access to the platform

through the links created by Google.

The information provided by the external third party may be controlled by the User in accordance with the third party's own
privacy policy.

- Geolocation Data: provided that this has been authorised by Users, GLOVO will collect data relating to their location,
including the real-time geographic location of their computer or mobile device.

3.2 Purpose

3.2.1. To use the Glovo Platform

GLOVO uses the data collected from Users to enable them to access and communicate with the GLOVO platform and to provide
the services requested by them through their account on the GLOVO Platform, in accordance with the procedure described in the
“Terms of Use”.

3.2.2. To send communications

GLOVO uses Users’ personal data to communicate via e-mail and/or send them SMS messages relating to the operation of the
service.

GLOVO may send messages to the User’s mobile phone with information relating to the status of the order requested. When the
order is completed, GLOVO will send a summary/receipt of the order and price thereof to the User's e-mail.

3.2.3. To detect and investigate fraud and possible criminal offences

GLOVO also uses the information to research and analyse how to improve the services it provides to Users, as well to develop and
improve the features of the service it offers. Internally, GLOVO uses this information for statistical purposes to analyse Users’
trends and behaviour, understand how they use the GLOVO Platform and manage and improve the services provided by it,
including the possibility of adding new new features to the Platform.

GLOVO may monitor all actions that could result in fraud or in the commission of a criminal offence relating to the means of
payment employed by users. GLOVO may ask users for a copy of their ID card as well as for certain information on the credit card
used to place the order. In any event, all data will be processed by GLOVO for the sole purpose of fulfilling its fraud prevention and
monitoring functions, and it shall be stored for as long as its relationship with the user concerned remains in force, and even after
this time until the user's right to make claims or take legal action relating to payment for the products or services ordered through
GLOVO has expired. The data relating to the credit card used will be retained until the incident has been resolved and for 120 days
thereafter. If any irregularities in its use that could be considered illegal activities are detected, GLOVO reserves the right to retain
the data provided and to share it with the competent authorities in order to carry out the relevant investigation. GLOVO may share
the data with the authorities based on the legal obligation to prosecute conducts that are contrary to the applicable law.

3.2.4. To ensure security and an appropriate environment for the safe supply of services

GLOVO may use the data in order to ensure the proper use of the products requested on its Platform (e.g. to guarantee
pharmaceutical advice or to ensure the delivery is made to persons over the age of 18).

When GLOVO is the intermediary for the collection of Pharmaceutical products, when the User enters the Pharmacy area of the
Platform, GLOVO may provide the pharmacist with any personal data that may be necessary to enable the pharmacist responsible
for dispensing the product to contact the purchaser, if he/she considers it appropriate, and provide relevant information on the
treatment that will result in a correct use of the product and to dispatch it, thus ensuring that Pharmaceutical advice is given. The
Pharmacist may not use the data for any other purpose than that of providing the advice needed to provide the service entrusted

3.2.5. To comply with the legislation and bring and defend legal actions

GLOVO informs the user that conversations held using the chat system for communicating with the Mandatary may be reviewed
and used by GLOVO for the purpose of filing and/or defending any claims and/or legal actions that may be necessary, as well as to
manage any incidents arising in connection with orders.

3.2.6. Promotion and commercial offers (on-line and off-line)

GLOVO uses third-party technology integrated in its Platform for the purpose of collecting Users’ data and preferences and using
this with CRM systems and advanced technology for the benefit of Users. Thus, the following processing will be carried out on their
data through the information collected:

● GLOVO may send e-mails with promotional messages and/or offers relating to the service offered by it that may be of
interest to Users. Glovo may gauge and personalise such advertising in accordance with the preferences of its Users. If a
Glovo User does not wish to receive this information and/or commercial communications, he/she may at any time opt to
“Unsubscribe” in the e-mail, and GLOVO will immediately stop sending the aforementioned information.



● GLOVO may also send Users messages and/or offers relating to such services through “push” notifications consisting of
sending such promotional messages and/or offers to their mobile phones. If a GLOVO User does not wish to receive the
commercial communications described in this clause and in 3.1 above, he/she may remove them all by disabling them in
the privacy preferences of his/her profile with a single click.

● GLOVO and/or the third parties associated with GLOVO may use the order delivery address entered by the User for the
purpose of carrying out promotional activities for the delivery of samples or free products of the service related to
GLOVO which may be of interest to the User (e.g. home delivery of free samples or advertising brochures) at the same
time as delivering the order.

● As a result of using the GLOVO Platform, Users may also receive commercial communications from third parties
associated with the Platform, such as Facebook and Google, all this in accordance with the privacy preferences set by
each User on the said Platforms.

Users may use their privacy management centre to unsubscribe from online marketing services or to close their account if they do
not wish to receive samples with their Glovo orders.

3.2.7. For statistical and service analysis purposes

GLOVO uses the information for statistical purposes in order to analyse User behaviour and trends, to understand how Users use
the GLOVO Platform and to manage and improve the services offered, including the possibility of adding new, different services to
the Platform.

GLOVO also uses the information to research and analyse how to improve the services it provides to Users, as well to develop and
improve the features of the service it offers.

3.2.8. To ensure security and an appropriate environment for the safe supply of services

GLOVO may use the data in order to ensure the proper use of the products requested on its Platform (e.g. to guarantee
pharmaceutical advice or to ensure the delivery is made to persons over the age of 18).

3.2.9. To process incidents and claims with insurance companies

If a User contacts GLOVO to report the occurrence of any damage or unforeseen event that may be covered by GLOVO's insurance
policy, GLOVO shall process all data relating to the incident for the purpose of handling and responding to requests.

3.3 Legal Basis of Processing

Users’ data is processed in accordance with the following legal bases:

● To perform the contractual relationship following Users’ registration on the Platform (for example, processing their data
to deliver an order placed).

● On the basis of our own legitimate interest (such as monitoring for the prevention of fraud through the Platform).
● To fulfil our legal obligations (such as when competent authorities request data in connection with court investigations

and/or with the filing of the necessary actions to protect GLOVO’s interests.
● Express consent for the disclosure of users’ data to third parties for the purpose of making commercial communications.

3.4 Recipients of the Data

GLOVO warrants that all commercial partners, technicians, suppliers or independent third parties are bound by contractually
binding promises to process the information shared with them in accordance with GLOVO’s indications, this Privacy Policy and the
applicable data protection legislation. We will not disclose your personal data to any third party who does not act under our
instructions, and no communication will involve selling, renting, sharing or in any other way revealing customers’ personal
information for commercial purposes in breach of the commitments made in this Privacy Policy.

3.4.1. When carrying out an order, data may be shared with:

● The Mandatary who carries out the task of collecting and delivering the product.
● By the establishment or venue in charge of selling the product, if the User has requested the purchase of a product. If a

User contacts the above-mentioned providers directly and gives them his/her data directly, GLOVO will not be
responsible for the providers’ use of such data.

● The Customer Care Services contracted by Glovo for the purpose of warning the User of any possible incidents or asking
why negative feedback has been given for the service. GLOVO may use the data provided in order to manage any
incidents that may occur during the provision of the services.

● The payment Platform and payment service providers so that the amount can be charged to the User’s account.
● Telecommunications service providers, when they are used to send communications regarding orders or incidents

relating to them.
● Providers providing satisfaction survey services on GLOVO’s behalf.



3.4.2. Share User data with third parties

In order to continue providing the services offered through the Platform, GLOVO may share certain User personal data with:

● Service providers: GLOVO's third-party service providers that carry out orders, send parcels, carry out orders and/or
resolve incidents with deliveries will have access to Users’ personal information as necessary to carry out their functions,
but they may not use it for any other purposes. They must process the said personal information as provided in this
Privacy Policy and in the applicable data protection legislation.

● Pharmacies: GLOVO may provide a User's name and phone number to pharmacists dispensing products to those Users in
order to ensure the provision of pharmaceutical advice in accordance with the current applicable legislation.

● Payment Service Providers: When a User enters his/her card number on the Glovo Platform, this is stored directly by the
Payment Platforms contracted by GLOVO, which will allow payment to be charged to the User’s account. Payment service
providers have been chosen based on their security measures and in any event complying with the security measures
stipulated in the payment service legislation, and they are PC1 Compliant under the Payment Card Industry Data Security
Standard or PCI DSS. GLOVO does not store such data in any event.

● Fraud control service providers: GLOVO will share Users’ data with fraud control service providers to assess the risk of the
transactions carried out.

● Service providers for the anonymisation of some data: In order to prevent the misuse of Users’ data by third-party service
providers, GLOVO may disclose Users’ data for the purpose of anonymising it so that it can be used solely for the
provision of the service to Users. For example, GLOVO may assign Users’ telephone numbers to third parties in order to
anonymise them and provide them in this format to the providers used to carry out the services contracted by Users.

● Security companies and Law Enforcement Forces and Agencies: GLOVO may disclose personal information and data on
our customers’ accounts if it believes that such disclosure is necessary to comply with the law, to enforce or apply the
"Terms of Use" or to protect GLOVO's, its users’ or third parties’ rights, property or safety. The above therefore includes
the exchange of information with other companies and organisations as well as with Law Enforcement Forces and
Agencies to protect against fraud and reduce credit risk. After being required to do so by law, GLOVO may share
information with bodies of executive authorities and/or third parties in relation to requests for information relating to
criminal investigations and alleged illegal activities.

● Call centre and incident management services: In order to provide a Customer Service and call centres, actions to
measure Users’ degree of satisfaction and the provision of administrative support services, GLOVO may disclose Users'
data to companies located outside the EEA, provided it is authorised to do so and the security requirements mentioned in
the preceding section have been met.

● Telecommunications services: In order to be able to provide Users with telephone contact services, GLOVO may contact
telecommunications companies that provide secure lines and systems for the purpose of contacting Users.

● Companies in the GLOVO group: In order to be able to provide its services, GLOVO may transfer certain personal data of
Users to subsidiaries, based on the geographical area from which users request our services. Users are hereby informed
that, when they register on the Platform from any country in which GLOVO operates, their data will be stored on GLOVO's
database, which is located in Ireland and belongs to the Spanish company GLOVO. In the case of subsidiaries located
outside the EEA, the data will be transferred, using the systems established by the European Commission and the GDPR,
to countries with an appropriate personal data protection level or through contracts approved by the European
Commission establishing and guaranteeing the rights of data subjects.

● Social media connected by Users: If a User connects his/her GLOVO account to other social media or to a third-party
platform, GLOVO may use the information provided to such social media or third party, provided that it has been made
available to GLOVO in compliance with the privacy policy of the social network or third-party platform in question.

● Third parties associated with GLOVO for the purposes of commercial communications: With their express consent,
● Glovo may transfer a User’s personal data to third parties associated with Glovo, provided that the User has given his/her

express informed and unequivocal consent to such transfer of data and is aware of the purpose and recipient of such
transfer.

● Changes of ownership: If the ownership of GLOVO changes or the majority of its assets are acquired by a third party,
Users are informed that GLOVO will transfer their data to the acquiring organisations in order to continue to provide the
services subject to the data processing. The new file controller will inform Users of its identification data. GLOVO states
that it will comply with its duty of information to the relevant Supervisory Authority in the event of such circumstances
arising, and it shall inform Users of the change of file controller when this happens. This processing shall be carried out
under the contract entered into with GLOVO.

● Insurance companies: Glovo may provide users’ data to those insurers and insurance brokers with which it has an
agreement in place for the management and processing of claims and losses arising from the activity carried out by Glovo
and the parties that collaborate with it.

GLOVO Users’ data will not be disclosed to any third parties unless: (i) this is necessary in order to provide the services requested
if GLOVO is collaborating with third parties; (ii) if GLOVO has the User’s express and unambiguous authorisation; (iii) where this has
been requested by a competent authority pursuant to its functions (in order to investigate, prevent or take action in relation to
illegal actions); or (iv) finally, where required by law.

3.5. Processing the Data of Job Applicants who Contact Glovo Using the Forms in the Glovo

Jobs section

These provisions shall apply to those persons who contact GLOVO through its website for the purpose of applying for an available
position ("Applicants").



3.6.1. Controller

Controller in relation to your data

Identity Glovoapp23, S.L. - Corporate Tax Number
(CIF): B66362906

Postal address C/ Pallars 190, 08005, Barcelona

Contact e-mail address careers@glovoapp.com

3.6.2. Purpose

To consider the Applicant's present or future suitability for any of the positions available at
GLOVO.

In addition, GLOVO shall process the Applicant's data for the purpose of conducting any interviews it may deem necessary for the
position, test the Applicant's knowledge, contact companies for which he/she has previously worked, check references, and assess
the Applicant's skills and abilities in general.

3.6.3. Legal Basis for Processing

Before submitting their application, Applicants must consent to the processing of their data, expressly agreeing to everything set
forth in this Privacy Policy. GLOVO may also process their data for the purpose of considering the possibility of establishing a
contractual relationship and in view of the fact that such consideration was requested by the Applicant.

3.6.4. Recipients of the data:

An Applicant's data may be accessed by technology service providers and platforms contracted by GLOVO for the purpose of
managing its recruitment processes. An example of these is Greenhouse Software, Inc., which is located in the United States of
America and has been contracted by GLOVO to manage its recruitment tasks and contracting processes. This means that the
personal data of Applicants located outside the United States will be transferred to the United States. Since the EU Commission has
decided that US data privacy laws do not provide an adequate level of protection for personal data, the transfer will be subject to
appropriate additional safeguards in accordance with standard contractual terms and/or the Privacy
Shield scheme. At the same time, the Applicant's data will be stored on Google, Inc. and on the servers of Amazon Web Services,

which will act as processors and which are in compliance with the General Data Protection Regulation, and GLOVO has a written
agreement with each of them.

Depending on the position for which the Applicant is applying, his or her personal information may be transferred to other GLOVO
group companies for the purpose of assessing his/her application for the relevant country.

3.6.5. Retention of Data

The Applicant's data will be retained for the duration of the selection process and, if the Applicant is not selected, for twenty-four
(24) months following the end of such process, and the Applicant may exercise any of the rights set forth in Clause 4 of this privacy
policy at any time.

3.6. International Data Transfers

When choosing service providers, GLOVO may transfer users’ data outside the borders of the European Economic Area. In such
cases, GLOVO will ensure before sending the data that such service providers are in compliance with the minimum security
standards established by the European Commission and that they always process the data in accordance with GLOVO's
instructions. GLOVO may have a contractual relationship with them under which the service providers agree to comply with
GLOVO's instructions and to put in place the necessary security measures to protect Users’ data.

3.7. Retention Period

Users' data will be retained during the performance and maintenance of the contractual relationship; i.e. for as long as they are
GLOVO Users or until they exercise their right of restriction of processing.

Once a User has cancelled his or her registration with the Platform, GLOVO will keep his or her data for the time established in the
tax, health, criminal and any other legislation that may apply, for the purpose of filing and defending any actions to which GLOVO
may be a party. GLOVO will in any event block Users’ data so that it can only be consulted if an action has to be filed or defended in
connection with it.

Specifically but without excluding any other legislation that may apply, the data will be retained following termination by the User
as provided in the table in Annex II.



As regards anonymous information, GLOVO shall apply the provisions of Recital 26 of the GDPR, under which "The principles of
data protection should therefore not apply to anonymous information,
namely information which does not relate to an identified or identifiable natural person or to personal data rendered
anonymous in such a manner that the data subject is not or no longer identifiable". This Regulation does not therefore
concern the processing of such anonymous information, including for statistical or research purposes.”

4. Exercise of Rights

Users may exercise their rights free of charge at any time using the form available on the Platform. They may also exercise their
rights by sending an e-mail to the following e-mail address: gdpr@glovoapp.com. The e-mail must specify which right they wish to
exercise, as well as, where applicable, the identifying data registered on the Platform. We will contact the User if we need
additional data to that provided in order to verify his or her identity.

You may exercise the following rights vis-à-vis GLOVO:

● The right of access to your personal data in order to know which data is being processed and the processing
operations carried out thereon; The right to rectification of any inaccurate personal data;

● The right to the erasure of your personal data, where possible;
● The right to request the restriction of processing of your personal data when the accuracy, legality or need for processing

of the data is in question, in which case we may retain the data for the purpose of filing or defending claims.
● The right to object to the processing of your data in order to resolve any query you may have raised with us through the

contact form, and the right to object to the processing of your data on social media and/or for the purpose of processing
your CV. In addition, you may withdraw your consent to the receipt of commercial communications at any time, through
the Platform User profile, either by sending an e-mail or by using the link provided for this purpose in every commercial
communication.

If you believe that GLOVO is in breach of data protection law, please do not hesitate to contact us at the e-mail address
gdpr@glovoapp.com telling us what you consider to be the case, so that we can resolve the problem as soon as possible. In any
event, you may also report it to the Spanish Data Protection Agency (Agencia Española de Protección de Datos) and file a claim
with the said body for the protection of your rights.

5. Security Measures

GLOVO has taken the necessary steps recommended by the European Commission and the competent authority to maintain the
required security level, according to the nature of the personal data processed and the circumstances of the processing, in order to
avoid, to the extent possible and always in accordance with the state of the art, its alteration, loss or unauthorised access or
processing. As mentioned above, the personal data supplied will not be disclosed to third parties without the data subject's prior
authorisation.

6. Notifications and Modifications

As stated above, all Users have the right to access, update and erase their data, as well as object to its processing. You may
exercise these rights, or make any enquiries in relation to GLOVO's Privacy Policy, through the Contact Form.

Due to the constant evolution of GLOVO's activities, this Privacy Policy, the Cookies Policy and the Terms of Use are also subject to
change. GLOVO will send Users notifications about substantial changes and modifications to such documents by e-mail or through
any other method that ensures their receipt.  In any case, GLOVO will in no event modify its policies or practices to make them less
effective in the protection of our customers’ previously stored personal data.

In the event of discrepancies between the translations and the Spanish version of this document, the Spanish version will prevail.



ANNEX I - DETAILS OF THE GLOVO GROUP COMPANIES

EGYPT

Company name Glovoapp Technology Egypt

Tax Identification Number (NIF) or other tax
number

735/691/460

Registered address Villa 42 Orabi, Maadi, Cairo

SPAIN

Company name Glovoapp23, S.L.

Tax Identification Number (NIF) or other tax
number

B66362906

Registered address Carrer Pujades 94 (08005) Barcelona, Spain

ITALY

Company name Foodinho, S.R.L.

Tax Identification Number (NIF) or other tax
number

09080990964

Registered address Via Arcivescovo Calabiana, 6. 20139, Milano,
Italy

FRANCE

Company name Glovo France, Sarl

Tax Identification Number (NIF) or other tax
number

820 863 223

Registered address 135, avenue de Wagram 75017 Paris

PORTUGAL

Company name Glovoapp23, S.L. - Sucursal Em Portugal

Tax Identification Number (NIF) or other tax
number

980593573

Registered address Rua Alexandre Herculano, n° 19, 3°, Sala 3.
1250 008 Lisboa, Portugal

ROMANIA

Company name GlovoappRo, S.R.L.

Tax Identification Number (NIF) or other tax
number

39053728

Registered address 41C Drum intre Tarlale street, 2nd floor, room
64, district 3, Bucharest

TURKEY

Company name Glovoapp Turkey Teknoloji, Anonim Sirket

Tax Identification Number (NIF) or other tax
number

3961066534



Registered address Türkali Mh. Nüzhetiye Cd. Akar Ap. C Blok
No:40/A Beçiktaç istanbul

MOROCCO

Company name Glovoapp Morocco sarl

Tax Identification Number (NIF) or other tax
number

26046117

Registered address Rue Soumaya Résidence Shehrazade 3, 5ème
étage, n° 22 Palmiers 20340 - Casablanca.

GEORGIA

Company name Glovoapp Georgia Llc

Tax Identification Number (NIF) or other tax
number

402099475

Registered address 129a Aghmashenebeli Ave, Tbilisi 0102,
Georgia

UKRAINE

Company name Glovoapp Ukraine LLC

Tax Identification Number (NIF) or other tax
number

42555522

Registered address 44 street Bogdan Khmelnitskyi, Shevchenkivskyi
district, Kyiv, 01030

CROATIA

Company name GlovoApp Technology d.o.o.

Tax Identification Number (NIF) or other tax
number

48879371584

Registered address Gunduliceva ulica 7 10000, Zagreb, Croatia

KAZAKHSTAN

Company name Glovoapp Kazhastan LLP

Tax Identification Number (NIF) or other tax
number

1-90640018883

Registered address 139 Luganskogo street, room 303
050051/A05B8C7, Almaty, Medeu District.

SERBIA

Company name Glovoapp Technology d.o.o. Beograd-Vracar

Tax Identification Number (NIF) or other tax
number

111507569

Registered address Belgrade 31, flat 1, Belgrado-Vracar, 11000
Belgrade, Serbia

CHILE

Company name GLOVOAPP CHILE SpA



Tax Identification Number (NIF) or other tax
number

76600752-K

Registered address Nueva de Lyon 96, oficina 205, Providencia,
Santiago

ARGENTINA

Company name KADABRA SAS

Tax Identification Number (NIF) or other tax
number

30-71573572-1

Registered address Cerrito 1070 piso 11 oficina 138, Buenos Aires,
Argentina

PERU

Company name GLOVOAPP PERU SAC

Tax Identification Number (NIF) or other tax
number

20602602941

Registered address Avenida San Borja Sur N° 594 distrito de San
Borja, provincia y departamento de Lima.

URUGUAY

Company name BUKFOR S.A

Tax Identification Number (NIF) or other tax
number

21-8156650016

Registered address Rincon Número 487, oficina 403, Montevideo,
Uruguay

ECUADOR

Company name GLOVOAPP ECUADOR, S.A.

Tax Identification Number (NIF) or other tax
number

179285154800-1

Registered address Avenida Rio Amazonas, Número: N35-43

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

Company name Glover Corporation SRL

Tax Identification Number (NIF) or other tax
number

RNC 1-31-76400-2

Registered address Local Nro. 1 Calle Max Henriquez Ureña
Esquina Calle 9, Plaza Quilviana Oficina 5. (Los
Prados) Código postal 10131, Santo Domingo,
Dominican Republic.

PANAMA

Company name GLOVOAPP PANAMA SA

Tax Identification Number (NIF) or other tax
number

155662542-2-2018 Dv33

Registered address Plaza Banco General Building, 24th floor

COSTA RICA



Company name GLOVOAPP COSTA RICA LTDA

Tax Identification Number (NIF) or other tax
number

Tax number (cédula jurídica) 3-102-755692

Registered address Santa Ana, San José, 200 metros al norte de la
Cruz Roja, Plaza Murano

GUATEMALA

Company name Glovoapp Guatemala S.A.

Tax Identification Number (NIF) or other tax
number

NIT 100446329

Registered address 5a. Av. 5-55, zona 14 Europlaza Torre II 5o Nivel
Guatemala

COLOMBIA

Company name GLOVOAPP COLOMBIA SAS

Tax ID RUT 901192013

EL SALVADOR

Company name GLOVOAPP EL SALVADOR S.A. de C.V.

Tax Identification Number (NIF) or other tax
number

NRC 270895-1

Registered address Avenida 79 Norte, Residencial y 13 calle
poniente Casa #4109 San Salvador

PUERTO RICO

Company name GLOVOAPP PR L.L.C

Tax Identification Number (NIF) or other tax
number

EIN 66-0913784

Registered address P.O. Box 9023194,  San Juan, Puerto Rico
00902-3194

HONDURAS

GLOVOAPP HONDURAS, SA

RTN 08019019125898

Tegucigalpa, Departamento de Francisco
Morazán

KENYA

Company name Glovapp Kenya, LLC

Tax Identification Number (NIF) or other tax
number

P051739866F

Registered address The Mirage, Tower 3, 1st Floor, Suite 1, Nairobi

Ivory Coast

GLOVOAPP COTE D'IVOIRE SARL

53703324719



Cocody Ambassades - Rue Viviane, 08 BP 2815
Abidjan 08, Cote d'Ivoire



ANNEX II - RETENTION PERIODS

Processing Data Retention of Data Origin of the
criterion

Invoices

15 years Criminal Code,
accounting
legislation, Code of
Commerce, VAT
legislation,
Corporate Tax Law
(LIS)

10 years Money Laundering

Law

Customers Forms and coupons 15 years Ribas y Asociados
recommendation

5 years Limitation under the
Civil Code

Contracts 10 years Money Laundering

Law

15 years Criminal Code
(Código Penal)

6 years (general
rule)

2 years (property
insurance) Code of Commerce,

Insurance

Life, health and
accident insurance
policies and
statements of health

5 years (personal
insurance)

10 years (life
insurance)

Insurance Contract
Law, Civil Code

10 years Money Laundering

Law

15 years Criminal Code
(Código Penal)

Patent Law,
Trademark Law,
Law on the Legal
Protection of
Designs, Intellectual
Property LawLegal

Legal claims 5 years

Contracts 5 years Civil Code

15 years Criminal Code

Defaulters

6 years from the
date of expiry of the
permit, licence or
certificate

Code of Commerce
(Código de
Comercio)



15 years Criminal Code

Confidentiality
agreements

Always or for the
duration of the
confidentiality
obligation

Ribas y Asociados
recommendation

Communications

Electronic
communications
and
communications to
public
communications
networks

12 months after the
communication.

Option to reduce to
a minimum of 6
months, and option
to extend to a
maximum of 2
years.

Law 25/2007 of 18
October 2007 on
the Retention of
Data relating to
Electronic
Communications
and
Communications to
Public
Communications
Networks

Data Protection Law
(LOPD) 2018

Marking of data 4 years Organic Data
Protection Law
(LOPD) 

Marketing Databases 1 year

Visitors to the
website

1 year


